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SPONSORSHIPS & ENGAGEMENT

Our Mission

We’re building a film community in
Arkansas where film lovers can watch
films, share ideas, connect with each
other, and nurture the new and existing
film talent within our state through
increased exposure to filmmakers
and their art.
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The Founders

Jeff Nichols

Kathryn Tucker

executive director

chairman of the board
We created the Arkansas
Cinema Society as a
way to bring films and
filmmakers to the state
of Arkansas. We began in
August 2017 with a threeday inaugural event—
Premiere. In addition to
the annual film event we
will host every August,
Filmland, we are building
a state-wide network of

theaters to screen films
in places they may not
usually take place. By
bringing in filmmakers,
we aim to educate and
inspire up-and-coming
filmmakers across the
state.
Eventually, we hope to
include a grant program
to help filmmakers get
projects off the ground.

The early endorsement
of community leaders
and industry pioneers
reinforced our belief in
our mission and gave
us confidence that ACS
will have the resources
we need to make a real
difference in our arts
community. Arkansans
have the talent and work
ethic; they just need the
opportunity. We believe
there is an entire film
industry waiting just
beneath the surface
in Arkansas.

Our goal is to nurture
new and existing film
talent within our state
through increased
exposure to filmmakers
and their art.
Thank you for
considering being a
catalyst for this change.
We are excited about our
plans and cannot wait to
share them with you. With
your continued support,
anything is possible.
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The Press

Mainstream Media
“…the ACS endeavors to carry out an ambitious
statewide agenda of connecting people to film
and filmmakers to each other with an overriding
mission to inspire and nurture the future of
homegrown filmmaking…
While very few native Arkansans command a
star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, the ACS
clearly believes there will always be a great river
of untapped potential coursing through their
oft-overlooked state.”
						 — Forbes
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“…it’s not surprising that the lineup for the first event from
the Arkansas Cinema Society, the ambitious new film
nonprofit Jeff Nichols and fellow Little Rock native and
filmmaker Kathryn Tucker co-founded and announced
in March, includes actors, directors and producers
who’ve successfully made movies big and small while
maintaining a distinct voice or sensibility.”
— Arkansas Times

“New film society brings a bit of Hollywood to Little Rock;
Adam Driver among guests at premiere event… with deep
roots in Arkansas is bringing the magic of Hollywood to
Little Rock, with a goal of demystifying moviemaking.”
— Arkansas Democrat Gazette

“Inspired by Richard Linklater’s work for the last 32 years
with the Austin Film Society, writer-director Jeff Nichols is
launching a similar nonprofit cinephile organization, the
Arkansas Cinema Society.”
— Indiewire
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Sold out screenings at Premiere

Getting Started
2017

We announced our formation in March 2017. By the end of the
year we had achieved the following and are just getting started:
++ Four of the five screenings at our August Premiere were sold out.
++ Over 2,000 attended our screenings and events.
++ Over 300 tickets were comped to students who wanted to attend
our ticketed events.
++ Over 1,000 have subscribed to our newsletter.
++ 2,000+ followers on Facebook

Over 2,000

Attended our screenings and events

Over 300
Comped student tickets

Over 1,000
Subscribers to the ACS Newsletter

2,000+
Facebook Followers
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Board of Directors
FOUNDER

Jeff Nichols

Film Director and Screenwriter
Chairman of the Board

Spencer Andrews

Festival Director, Ebertfest,
and Director of the MFA
screenwriting program,
University of Georgia

Jayme Lemons

Creative Director, Yellow
Rocket Concepts

Producer, Partner with
Laura Dern in Jaywalker
Pictures, Consultant for Reese
Witherspoon in Hello Sunshine

Nate Coulter

Skip Rutherford

Greg Nabholz

CEO, Nabholz Properties

Rex Nelson

Senior Editor, Arkansas
Democrat-Gazette

Rett Tucker

Executive Director, Central
Arkansas Library System

Dean, University of Arkansas
Clinton School of Public
Service

Hon. Mike Beebe

Jonathon Crawford

Frank D. Scott, Jr.

Kathy Webb

Eliza Borné

Rupa Dash

Mary Steenburgen

Pattie Weed

Director of Marketing,
BSR Trust

Former Governor
of Arkansas

Editor, Oxford American

Graham Gordy

Co-Writer/Actor/Producer
Antiquities, Co-Creator of
Quarry on Cinemax, Writer True Detective
Season Three

Gretchen Hall

President & CEO, Little Rock
Convention & Visitors Bureau
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Amber Brewer

Nate Kohn

Content Creator & Producer
with Adecco at Google

Filmmaker, Entrepreneur,
World Woman Foundation
Founder

Jack Lofton

Attorney, Johnson Firm,
Filmmaker

Sandy Bradley

Chief of Staff, McLarty
Companies

Vice President, First Security
Bank

Academy Award Winning
Actress

Larry Stone

CEO & Executive Creative
Director, Stone Ward

Alison Williams

Chief of Staff, Office of
Governor Asa Hutchinson

Real Estate Developer, Moses
Tucker Real Estate

Vice Mayor,
City of Little Rock

Partner, Thomas & Thomas
LLP, Certified Public
Accountants

Ruth Whitney
CEO, inVeritas

Meghan Wurtz

International Film Sales
Consultant

2017 Events

Our three-day inaugural event PREMIERE. Hosted with Central Arkansas
Library System in their state-of-the-art 315-seat Ron Robinson Theater.

ACS PREMIERE - DAY 1

ACS PREMIERE - DAY 2

ACS PREMIERE - DAY 3

THURSDAY we opened with a
screening of Sundance 2017 darling
Patti Cake$. Jeff Nichols hosted
producer Noah Stahl in conversation
after the screening.

FRIDAY we screened The Force
Awakens and Paterson.
Jeff Nichols hosted actor Adam Driver
in conversation after both screenings.

SATURDAY we screened Pete’s
Dragon and A Ghost Story.
Jeff Nichols hosted writer/director
David Lowery in conversation after
both screenings.

The after-party was hosted and
sponsored by Cache Restaurant with
musical guest Adam Faucett.
SOLD OUT

The after-party was hosted and
sponsored by Lost Forty with local
band Amassa Hines.

SOLD OUT

Closing Night Party was hosted and
sponsored by the ACS at DamGoode
Pies with local band Dazz & Brie.
SOLD OUT

All three nights we offered a VIP lounge for our sponsors, filmmakers, and board members. Meals were provided by The Root Café, Local Lime, and Tazikis.
A full, open bar with signature drinks for the weekend were provided by Beam Suntory and Lost Forty Brewing.
Coffee and pastries were provided by The Meteor, and signature ACS branded cookies were provided by Lavender Bakes.
The very talented Rett Peek, Jason Shivers and Bespoke Media Group hung out in the lounge to take portraits and capture interviews.
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2017 Events continued

TEACH US ALL

THE GOONIES

PREDATOR

A documentary screening in tandem
with the 60th Anniversary of the Little
Rock Central High integration. The
screening was followed by a panel
discussion about the state of school
desegregation today with Senator
Joyce A. Elliott and Jonathan Crossley,
moderated by Dr. John A. Kirk. We
co-hosted the event with UALR’s Joel
E. Anderson Institute on Race and
Ethnicity. This event was free and
open to the public.

The first of our “Movies in a Parking
Lot” screening series. Hosted by The
Root Cafe in their parking lot at 15th
and Main, co-sponsored with the
Downtown Little Rock Partnership.
Food and beverages were sold in the
street by Loblolly Creamery, Slader’s
Alaskan Dumplings, Lost Forty
Brewing and Kettle Corn. This free
and open to the public event had
over 300 in attendance.

A screening hosted with CALS in the
Ron Robinson Theater. The screening
was followed by a conversation with
producer Beau Marks (Die Hard, The
Hunt for Red October) and writer
Jim Thomas (Wild Wild West, Behind
Enemy Lines) and moderated by
filmmaker and ACS board member
Jonathan Crawford. The after-party
was hosted and co-sponsored by
Dizzy’s Gypsy Bistro.

FREE EVENT
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FREE EVENT

SOLD OUT

2017 Events continued

A WORKER’S CUP

WRITING FOR FILM: A SEMINAR with JEFF NICHOLS

A documentary screening
co-sponsored with The Clinton School
of Public Service followed by a
conversation with director and North
Little Rock native Adam Sobel. The
after-party was hosted and
co-sponsored by Crush Wine Bar.
This event was free and
open to the public.

Hosted with Central Arkansas Library System in the Ron Robinson Theater.

FREE EVENT

This was the first seminar led by Jeff Nichols on the craft of filmmaking
that pursues the ACS mission of inspiring filmmakers and fostering creative growth.
The after-party was hosted and co-sponsored by Zin Wine Bar.
This Sunday afternoon event had 250 in attendance.

SOLD OUT
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Film Series
We are continually looking for original ways to promote and
support new and existing filmmakers in Arkansas. In 2018 we
launched two new film series that do just that:
++ The Arkansas Filmmaker Spotlight is designed to connect
filmmakers in the state and create conversations about film.
This year, we invited veteran AR filmmaker Mark Thiedeman
to curate the first event of this series. We asked Mark to
select one of his own short films AND any feature length film
of his choosing that might have encouraged him to become
a filmmaker or inspired him to make his film.
++ The Homegrown Film Series is designed for
filmmakers from Arkansas that have completed a
“made in Arkansas” feature length film and are in need of
a venue to screen their film for their community. This year,
we screened Then There Was Joe for a SOLD OUT house
and offered 100% of the net profit from ticket sales to the
filmmaker, Justin Warren, to help him with costs associated
with seeking distribution and festival screenings.
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The ACS
Filmmaker
Spotlight
gives Arkansas
filmmakers the
opportunity to
showcase their
work for the
community and an

Homegrown
Film Series
gives filmmakers
from Arkansas that
have completed a
“made in Arkansas”
feature length film
a venue to screen
their film for the
community.

a venue to discuss
their big screen
influences with
fellow film buffs.
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2018 Starting Strong

THEN THERE WAS JOE

ALEX IN THE MORNING

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA

This was the perfect film to launch our
Homegrown Film Series. This highly
personal narrative is based on the
filmmaker’s own Arkansas family history.
We offered this hometown screening to
showcase local talent and give Arkansas
filmmakers what they deserve: a venue
and a voice in their communities!

We hosted our first Arkansas Filmmaker
Spotlight with local film veteran Mark
Thiedeman. Mark screened his newest
short film ALEX IN THE MORNING followed
by the full-length feature PARANOID PARK
from one of his favorite filmmakers –
Gus Van Sant.

We hosted our first screening of a silent
film, the 1929 black & white classic
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA with live musical
accompaniment by critically acclaimed organist
Scott Foppiano at Trinity Episcopal Cathedral.
The church was packed, and the audience raved
about the unique film experience!

SOLD OUT

Sponsorship
Marketing

An easy and affordable way for
businesses to gain exposure
With the help of sponsors, the non-profit
Arkansas Cinema Society is able to
provide a space for film conversation,
education, and exposure in Arkansas.
Sponsors not only contribute to the
sustained growth of ACS and the local
film community, but also receive a
number of exclusive benefits
throughout the year.

Businesses often sponsor non-profit organizations, community events, or
individuals for three key benefits:
++ Target a niche market: Choosing a recipient for your sponsorship is like
choosing a publication to advertise with. The recipient’s supporters and
beneficiaries become your marketing audience. Because there are so
many different willing recipients to choose from, you can select the perfect
audience and put your business name in front of them.
++ Sales: Depending on the type of sponsorship you choose, your business
can boost sales. By selecting the right recipient, agreeing to publicity
terms, and delivering effective promotional messages, your business can
convert your recipient’s supporters into your own customers.
++ Distinguish your business above competitors: Competitor products and/or
services may be just as great as yours, but if your business shows an ethical
commitment to the community as a whole, you can bet potential customers
will take that into consideration. Whether or not customers consciously
make purchasing decisions based on ethics and community involvement,
people generally gravitate toward companies that care.

Source: www.inc.com/drew-hendricks/how-to-boost-your-small-business-through-a-sponsorship.html
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Sponsorship
Levels

Become a Sponsor at any of the following levels.
Check the next page for a full list of sponsorship perks.

Individual

$500 | Year

Associate Producer

$1,000 | Year

Co-Producer

$2,500 | Year

Producer

$5,000 | Year

Executive Producer

$10,000 | Year

Presenting Sponsor

$20,000 | Year

Founding Sponsor

$25,000 | Year

In-Kind Sponsor
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Sponsorship Perks
Individual
$500

Associate
Producer
$1,000

Co-Producer
$2,500

Producer
$5,000

Executive
Producer
$10,000

Presenting
Sponsor
$20,000

Free ticket(s) to all ACS
Screenings with RSVP

1

2

2

2

4

8

Event passes (when available)

1

2

4

6

8

10

Open Bar & Food in the VIP
Lounge and After-Party

Sponsors-only line at events
Event-day discounts at partner
restaurants and retailers
Free swag! Movie posters, bags,
hats, t-shirts (event depending)
Name listed in program
Sponsor name listed in
program and on website

not included

Print advertisement in program
and shown prior to screening

not included

not included

Sponsor-specific promos on all
ACS social media platforms

not included

not included

not included

Full-page print
advertisement in program

not included

not included

not included

not included

Thirty-second commercial
screened prior to screenings

not included

not included

not included

not included

Logo displayed as
PRESENTING SPONSOR on
ACS Email and Newsletters

not included

not included

not included

not included

not included

Opportunity to meet
guest filmmakers

not included

not included

not included

not included

not included
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Founding
Sponsor
$25,000+ | Year
Includes benefits of highest sponsor level as well as
customizable events and benefits.

ACS is committed to creating highly customized
partnerships with all of our sponsors and
supporters. We look forward to working with you to
craft the most optimal experience and exposure for
your company, brand, or organization.

In-Kind
Sponsor
Depending on the level of contribution, In-Kind
Sponsors could receive any of the previous perks!
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The Arkansas Cinema Society’s work and mission would not be
possible without the support of our patrons and sponsors. Thank
you for believing in the power of film to transform our community.

To become a sponsor contact Kathryn Tucker
Kathryn@arkansascinemasociety.org
(501) 503-0856
Or become a sponsor on-line
www.arkansascinemasociety.org/sponsorship
Arkansas Cinema Society
P. O. Box 7644, Little Rock, AR 72217
E

info@arkansascinemasociety.org

W arkansascinemasociety.org
All images and art used herein remain solely the property of their creators not
intended for duplication. This document shall not be distributed without the
express permission of the Arkansas Cinema Society. For internal use only.

